The Coulomb hole
• When electrons approach one another, the wave function behaves in special manner -large (infinite) repulsion is canceled by large (infinite) negative kinetic energy -for singlet pairs, a Coulomb hole is created, with a cusp at the point of coalescence
• Below we have plotted the Coulomb hole in helium for two classes of wave functions -CI wave functions with one shell included at a time: 1s, 2s2p, 3s3p3d, . . . -Left: log-lin plots of the error in the energy against the number of terms -Right: log-log plots of energy contributions against the principal quantum number n
• The standard CI expansion converges slowly -each new shell contributes n −4 energy for CI -convergence is very smooth
• The inclusion of a single R12 term reduces the energy error dramatically
4
The principal expansion and basis-set extrapolation
• The principal expansion: include orbitals in full shells of principal quantum number n -we can now easily estimate the omitted contributions and hence the basis-set limit
-the unknown constant A is eliminated by carrying out two separate calculations 
Explicit correlation
• Extrapolation improves our description significantly -it is very simple and does not require new coding
• A more fundamental solution is the use of explicitly correlated methods -insert f (r 12 ) explicitly into the wave function -accurate total energies obtainable without extrapolation
• We shall now consider several such explicitly correlated methods -the GTG method of Szalewicz, Jeziorski, Monkhorst and Zabolitzky (1982) -the R12 method of Kutzelnigg and Klopper (1985, 1986) -the GGn model (a mixed GTO-GTG model) explored by us
• We shall consider small systems, asking the questions -what error reduction can be expected from these methods?
-how does it compare with basis-set extrapolation?
• It is sufficient to consider second-order Møller-Plesset (MP2) theory -the doubles contributions converge more slowly than higher excitations
Møller-Plesset theory
• The zero-order system is represented by the Fock operator
← spin orbitals and energies -the zero-order wave function is a determinant
• To first order in perturbation theory, the electrons are correlated pairwise:
-the first-order pair function u ij may or may not depend explicitly on r 12
-the strong-orthogonality (SO) operator Q 12 ensures orthogonality to occupied pairs
• The first-order corrections are obtained by minimizing the Hylleraas functional
• The MP2 correlation energy may be written as the sum of pair energies
Møller-Plesset theory-choice of pair function
• In standard orbital-based MP2 theory, we use a CI-type expansion of each pair function:
orthogonality is ensured and only two-electron integrals arise -slow convergence
• In explicitly-correlated MP2 theory, the pair functions depend explicitly on r 12 : -the treatment of strong orthogonality Q 12 * operators that project out more than Q 12 * operators that project out less than Q 12 (compensated for by penalty functions)
• The models have been dictated not only by physics but also by difficulties in integration 
Gaussian-type geminal (GTG) theory
• In GTG theory, the pair functions are expanded in Gaussian-type geminals
-a difficult nonlinear optimization of pair energies
• To avoid four-electron integrals for such u ij , Szalewicz et al. [CPL 91, 169 (1982) ] modified Sinanoglu's SO functional
where the shifted Fock operators introduce a penalty and are given bỹ
-only two-and three-electron integrals now remain
• This weak-orthogonality (WO) functional is an upper bound to the SO functional:
-equality for the exact first-order pair function only -orthogonality controlled by a penalty function-requires a flexible pair function
R12 theory
• In Kutzelnigg's and Klopper's R12 theory, the pair function is taken to have the form
-a combined conventional and explicitly correlated expansion -only parameters (expansion coefficients) are optimized (conventional GTOs are used)
• To avoid three-and four-electron integrals, resolution of identity (RI) is invoked -this dramatically improves performance-applicable to large molecules
• Recently, more general correlation factors have been explored (F12 theory) The GGn model: a mixed GTO-GTG pair-function expansion
• We have investigated a method that combines elements of GTG and R12 theories
• In common with GTG theory:
-we use the WO functional, avoiding 4-electron integrals but not 3-electron integrals -we use Gaussian geminals for explicit correlation
• In common with R12 theory:
-we combine explicit correlation with a traditional GTO expansion -we avoid nonlinear optimization (fixed exponents and positions)
• There are three levels of GGn theory, depending on what geminals are included:
GG0: include only "ground-state" geminals exp(−γ v r 2 12 )φ ij GG1: include also "singly-excited" geminals exp(−γ v r 2 12 )φ ai GG2: include also "doubly-excited" geminals exp(−γ v r 2 12 )φ ab • GREMLIN code written by Pål Dahle (DALTON module)
GTG exponents
• We use nine even-tempered GTG exponents (γ v = 1/9, 1/3, 1, 3, 9, 27, 81, 243, 729) -all-electron GG0, GG1, GG2 aug-cc-pCVTZ(spd) neon calculations MP2-GG0
MP2-GG1
MP2-GG2 extrapolated MP2
• As expected, the use of geminals improves convergence considerably -errors reduced by an order of magnitude at the GG1 and GG2 levels of theory -note: the GG0 error reduction is no better than extrapolation!
• Our results are very close to the nonlinear GTG theory: 
MP2-GG0
MP2-GG1
MP2-GG2 extrapolated MP2
• GG0 theory reduces error by a factor of three or four relative to standard MP2 theory -but basis-set extrapolation gives similar results
• The GG2/aug-cc-pCVTZ value is −388.19 mH -this is the lowest variationally bounded literature value • GG0 converges slowly, slightly poorer than extrapolation -Gaussian correlation function and WO functional
• R12-SO converges no faster than GG0
-linear correlation factor and SO functional
• Ten-no's MP2-geminal model converges much faster-as fast as GG1
-Gaussian correlation function and SO functional
• Conclusion: the WO functional and R12 factor are both poor in small basis sets?
Some conclusions
• Indeed, May et al. [PCCP 7, 2710 [PCCP 7, (2005 ] suggested a problem with the r 12 factor -advocated the use of linear combinations of Gaussian geminals rather than r 12
• Very recent Tew, Klopper and Manby studied the WO penalty -large penalty for GG0 only-GG1, GG2 and GTG can model orthogonality 
Conclusions
• There are two solutions to the basis-set problem of orbital-based quantum chemistry -extrapolation techniques -explicitly correlated methods -both can deliver an error reduction by an order of magnitude or more
• The modern development of explicit correlation began with GTG methods -high accurate but applicable only to small systems (nonlinear optimization)
• With R12 theory, explicitly correlated methods became (almost) routine -many-electron integrals avoided by RI, applicable too large systems
• The GGn approach combines elements of both these approaches -WO functional (variationally bounded), explicit three-electron integration -the GG0 model recovers less correlation energy than does F12 theory -the GG1 and GG2 models recover more than 99% correlation energy in a TZ basis -in general QZ basis is needed for such an accuracy
